PERFORMANCE SPECIFICATIONS

MODEL CODE: 159-760-FLANGE TYPE
WG SIZE: WR159
FREQ. RANGE: 4.90 - 7.05 GHz
POWER: 3000W AVG.
MAX. VSWR: 1.15 MAX.
FLANGE TYPE: SEE TABLE

*ATM MODEL # DESIGNATION FOR COMMON FLANGE TYPES
1 = CPRG
2 = CPRF
6 = UG COVER
7 = UG CHOKE
8 = SPECIAL

OUTLINE
WR159, 3000W
VERY HIGH POWER TERM.

MATERIAL 6061/T-6 ALUM.
TREATMENT HI-TEMP BLACK
IRIDITE
FINISH MOD NO. 159-760-X
DRAWN J. EAGAN DATE 1/20/04
CHECKED
APPROVED
CAGE CODE: ORBN4
DO NOT SCALE DWG

UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED DIMENSIONS ARE IN INCHES
TOLERANCES ARE:
FRACTIONS ±1/64
DECIMALS ±.03
ANGLES ±1/2"
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